PRACE Cookie Policy
Version 3 March 2020

1 Scope of this Cookie Policy
This policy describes the policies and procedures when cookies are placed on your device in the
context of the access to the website/s with the following domain/s (summerofhpc.prace-ri.eu,
events.prace-ri.eu, training.prace-ri.eu, materials.prace-ri.eu – hereafter the “PRACE Website”).
For the purpose of this policy, the following terms shall have the following meaning:
• “Cookie” or “Cookies” are text files, containing small amounts of information, which are
downloaded to your browsing device (such as a mobile device or computer) when you visit a
website, and that may convey information about the use of the PRACE Website.
• “Persistent Cookies” refers to cookies that remain on a hard drive after a web browser is closed
to be used by the web browser on subsequent visits to or uses of the PRACE Website.
• “Session Cookies” refers to cookies that are temporary and disappear after a web browser is
closed.
• “Third Party Cookies” refers to cookies that another party places on your web browser when
you use the PRACE Website.
This cookie policy is to be read as consistent with the PRACE Data Protection Policy which can be
found here: https://prace-ri.eu/legal-corporate/data-protection

2 Which Cookies are placed on your device when using the Project
Website?
When you access and/or use the PRACE Website, we place one or more Cookies on your device for
the purposes described herein.
The following table(s) and information set out the Cookies which are used for the PRACE Website. It
also provides details of third parties that set cookies:
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First party
or thirdparty
Cookie?

Persistent or
session
Cookie?

Cookie type

Cookie
Provider

Functionality
Cookies

WordPres
s

WordPress_

Functionality
Cookies

WordPres
s

WordPress_logged_i
n_

1st party

Session Cookie

WordPress cookie for a logged in user.

Functionality
Cookies

WordPres
s

WordPress_test_

1st party

Session Cookie

WordPress cookie for a logged in user.

Functionality
Cookies

WordPres
s

WordPress_test_coo
kie

1st party

Session Cookie

WordPress test cookie

1st party

WordPress also sets a few wp-settings-[UID] cookies.
The number on the end is your individual user ID from
Persistent Cookie
the user’s database table. This is used to customize
(1 year)
your view of admin interface, and possibly also the
main site interface.

Functionality
Cookies

WordPres
s

Cookie name

wp-settings-

1st party

Session Cookie

Purpose of Cookie

WordPress cookie for a logged in user.

Functionality
Cookies

WordPres
s

wp-settings-time-

1st party

WordPress also sets a few wp-settings-{time}-[UID]
cookies. The number on the end is your individual
Persistent Cookie
user ID from the user’s database table. This is used to
(1 Year)
customize your view of admin interface, and possibly
also the main site interface.

Functionality
Cookies

WordPres
s

PHPSESSID

1st party

Session Cookie

To identify your unique session on the website

Functionality
Cookies

WordPres
s

SESS

1st party

Session Cookie

To ensure that you are recognised when you move
from page to page within the site and that any
information you have entered is remembered.
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Cookie type

Activitytracking
Cookies
Activitytracking
Cookies
Activitytracking
Cookies

Activitytracking
Cookies

Cookie
Provider

Google
Analytics

Google
Analytics

Google
Analytics

Google
Analytics

Cookie name

First party
or thirdparty
Cookie?

Persistent or
session
Cookie?

Purpose of Cookie

__utma

3rd party

Permanent

This cookie keeps track of the number of times a
visitor has been to the site pertaining to the cookie,
when their first visit was, and when their last visit
occurred. Google Analytics uses the information from
this cookie to calculate things like Days and Visits to
purchase.

__utmb

3rd party

Session Cookie

__utmb is a Google Analytics cookie. It takes a
timestamp of the exact moment in time when a visitor
enters a site.

__utmc

3rd party

30 min

__utmc takes a timestamp of the exact moment in
time when a visitor leaves a site.

6 months

Keeps track of where the visitor came from, what
search engine you used, what link you clicked on,
what keyword you used, and where they were in the
world when you accessed a website. This cookie is
how Google Analytics knows to whom and to what
source / medium / keyword to assign the credit for a
Goal Conversion or an Ecommerce Transaction.

Up to 2 years

These cookies register unique IDs that is used to
generate statistical data on how visitors use the
website. Also used to quantify the number of users
who share specific content and how many web pages
are visited as a result of this action.

__utmz

3rd party

_ga
Performance
cookies

Google
Analytics

_gat

3rd party

_gid
__unam
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Cookie type

Cookie
Provider

Cookie name

First party
or thirdparty
Cookie?

Persistent or
session
Cookie?

Purpose of Cookie

__utma
_ga
_gid
ads_prefs
auth_token
ct0
dnt
eu_cn
Social Media
and
Advertising
Cookies

guest_id
Twitter

kdt
personalization_id

3rd party

remember_checked
_on
rweb_optin
syndication_guest_id

From session
cookies to
persistent

These cookies are set by third parties in order to
provide social media integration on the PRACE
website. They provide a convenient way for visitors to
disseminate and share content via social media.
Some of these cookies may collect information about
the browsing habits association with your device and
are used to make advertising more relevant to you
and your interests.
More information about Twitter’s use of cookies can
be found at: https://help.twitter.com/en/rules-andpolicies/twitter-cookies

tfw_exp
twid
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Cookie type

Cookie
Provider

Cookie name

First party
or thirdparty
Cookie?

Persistent or
session
Cookie?

c_user
Social Media
and
Advertising
Cookies

datr
Facebook

fr
sb

3rd party

Up to 2 years

Purpose of Cookie
These cookies are set by third parties in order to
provide social media integration on the PRACE
website. They provide a convenient way for visitors to
disseminate and share content via social media.
Some of these cookies may collect information about
the browsing habits association with your device and
are used to make advertising more relevant to you
and your interests.

spin
xs

More information about Facebook’s use of cookies
and its privacy policy can be found at:
http://www.facebook.com/about/privacy/
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3 How long are Cookies stored on your device?
The length of time during which a Cookie will be stored on your browsing device depends on
whether it is a “Persistent” or “Session” Cookie. Session Cookies will only be stored on a
device until the web browser is closed. Persistent Cookies remain on the device after you
have finished browsing until they expire or are deleted.

4 How can you disable Cookies placed on your device?
You can usually use the web browser to enable, disable or delete Cookies. To do this, follow
the instructions provided by the web browser (usually located within the “Help”, “Tools” or
“Edit” settings). You can also set your web browser to refuse all Cookies or to indicate when
a Cookie is being sent. Please note that if you set your web browser to disable Cookies, you
may not be able to access secure areas of the website/application, other parts of the
website/application may also not work properly and some PRACE Website features may not
function properly. You can find out more information about how to change your browser
Cookie settings at www.allaboutCookies.org.
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